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Historical milestones in neuroscience have come in diverse forms, ranging from the resolution of specific bio-
logical mysteries via creative experimentation to broad technological advances allowing neuroscientists to
ask new kinds of questions. The continuous development of tools is driven with a special necessity by the
complexity, fragility, and inaccessibility of intact nervous systems, such that inventive technique develop-
ment and application drawing upon engineering and the applied sciences has long been essential to neuro-
science. Here we highlight recent technological directions in neuroscience spurred by progress in optical,
electrical, mechanical, chemical, and biological engineering. These research areas are poised for rapid
growth and will likely be central to the practice of neuroscience well into the future.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the intriguing and rapidly expand-

ing embodiment of an engineering approach to the study of ner-

vous systems, via influx of ideas, methods, investigators, and

scholarly traditions linked to applied and technical fields that

were historically far separated from neuroscience. In some

ways reminiscent of earlier contributions from theoretical and

computational scientists that helped frame aspects of systems

neuroscience, we are currently observing a wave of influence

from the applied sciences and engineering that is beginning to

transform the field. Engineering principles have always been

important in neuroscience, but the opportunities today seem

greater than ever before due to an especially fertile conceptual

and experimental landscape. Because we cannot capture here

the full breadth of this ongoing transformation (including the

vast realm of biomedical engineering of devices and instrumen-

tation specifically for clinical purposes), we focus instead on

specific recent advances and new directions that illustrate how

multiple major and distinct fields of engineering are becoming

crucial for basic neuroscience research.

Bioengineering

Bioengineering integrates engineering with the life sciences by

fusing quantitative and technological approaches with raw ma-

terials from the biological domain or focusing on biological

applications. Recently, bioengineering principles have found

particular traction in neuroscience. For example, although the

history of tissue engineering with neural cells has been chal-

lenged by the structural complexity of neurons and nervous

systems, recent advances have leveraged the self-assembly

capabilities of stem or progenitor cells, which, under the right

conditions, can form differentiated structures ranging from neu-

ral tube-like ellipsoids or neurospheres useful for studying neu-
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ral stem cell biology (Reynolds and Weiss, 1992) to brain-like

organoids that mimic detailed features of brain morphology

(Lancaster et al., 2013). Despite (or even building upon) the

incomplete stability, consistency, and activity of these artificial

structures, it is likely that insights into normal and pathological

patterning of nervous systems may result from continued

research into such assembly of engineered neural structures

in vitro.

Protein engineering (a field of bioengineering in which the

raw materials are proteins rather than cells) has exerted a ma-

jor influence on neuroscience over the past 25 years, exempli-

fied by the process of engineering green fluorescent protein

(GFP) and related molecules for improved fluorescence prop-

erties via a diverse array of targeted molecular engineering

and high-throughput mutation/screening approaches (Heim

et al., 1995). This process not only delivered a panel of robust

and versatile genetically targetable tools for anatomical and

structural investigation of nerve cells and nervous systems

but also enabled the development of GFP-based reporters of

cellular activity dynamics (Akerboom et al., 2013; Wu et al.,

2013b). Various strategies for modification of GFP conferred

the ability to report intracellular Ca2+ concentration, allowing

tracking of this correlate of neural activity in genetically target-

able fashion and culminating over the ensuing 10–15 years in

the successful engineering of the GCaMP family of Ca2+ activ-

ity probes. These newest Ca2+ indicators cover a range of

excitation and emission bands in the visible spectrum and

approach single spike detection sensitivity in many neuron

types, such as pyramidal cells with relatively low spike rates;

resolution of spike timing is presently in the �10–250 ms

range (Akerboom et al., 2013; Ohkura et al., 2012; Wu et al.,

2013b).
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What do we expect from the future in protein engineering for

activity readout? Cognizant that prior efforts have not always

considered the dictates of signal detection theory, we note that

indicators (for either Ca2+ or voltage dynamics) with ultralow

background emissions hold particular importance because

background photons often represent the chief impediment to

reliable event detection and timing estimation (Wilt et al.,

2013). Indicators with ultralow background emission and large

signaling dynamic range will also improve the imaging depths

that can be attained deep within brain tissue. Likewise, red or

near-infrared optical indicators would also improve imaging

depths in scattering tissues due to the increased optical attenu-

ation lengths at these wavelengths (Kobat et al., 2009; Lecoq

and Schnitzer, 2011; Zhao et al., 2011).

We also anticipate advances in the bioengineering of protein

sensors of neuronal transmembrane voltage; sufficient progress

in such indicators would permit voltage imaging with single-cell

resolution in the living mammalian brain. The latest generation

of genetically encoded voltage indicators can now reliably report

actionpotentials in culturedneuronsandappear tobeon thebrink

of gaining practical utility in mammalian brain tissue slices (Cao

et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2012; Kralj et al., 2012;

Lam et al., 2012). Ideally, improved voltage indicators should

dovetail with concurrent advances in targeting proteins to partic-

ular cell types or subcellular compartments and would reveal

neuronal spiking with millisecond-scale timing resolution, den-

dritic voltage dynamics, subthreshold inhibition and excitation,

and high-frequency oscillations. The improved voltage indicators

may well be genetically encoded, but other approaches from

chemistry and nanotechnology should also be considered (Alivi-

satos et al., 2013; Hall et al., 2012;Marshall and Schnitzer, 2013).

While engineered GFP-based tools have transformed neuro-

science by enabling the genetically targeted readout of both

static anatomy and dynamical activity, experimental strategies

to read-in (control) activity dynamics have typically relied on a

different class of engineered proteins (Fenno et al., 2011).

Devising methods for safely and effectively expressing in

neurons members of the microbial opsin gene family, which pre-

viously had been studied for many years by physiologists inves-

tigating membrane properties of organisms such as algae and

archaebacteria (reviewed in Zhang et al., 2011), has opened

the door to optical and genetically targetable control of neurons

with millisecond resolution within systems as complex as freely

behaving mammals. This optogenetic approach, based (as

with GFP strategies for imaging) on a single delivered protein

component, has likewise benefited enormously from protein

engineering (Deisseroth, 2011).

For example, the excitatory channelrhodopsin tools have been

engineered to confer many-orders-of-magnitude-increased light

sensitivity to neurons (compared with the original wild-type

forms) via mutations that selectively lengthen the intrinsic time

constant of deactivation of the channelrhodopsin photocurrent

(Berndt et al., 2009; Bamann et al., 2010; Yizhar et al., 2011a,

2011b; Mattis et al., 2012). Cells expressing these mutant

‘‘step-function’’ channelrhodopsins become photon integrators,

and extraordinarily low-intensity light can be used to increase

neural activity in deep-brain genetically targeted cells without

penetrating brain tissue with optical hardware (Mattis et al.,
2012; Yizhar et al., 2011b). These engineered step-function tools

have now found broad application in modulating complex be-

haviors within systems ranging from flies to worms to mice

(Carter et al., 2012; Haikala et al., 2013; Tanaka et al., 2012; Yiz-

har et al., 2011b; Bepari et al., 2012; Schultheis et al., 2011).

Other forms of protein engineering have (1) accelerated deac-

tivation of photocurrents for improved temporal precision

(Gunaydin et al., 2010; Berndt et al., 2011), (2) altered action

spectra for red- or blue-shifted control to facilitate the use ofmul-

tiple bands of the visible-light spectrum in the same experiment

(Yizhar et al., 2011b), or (3) enhanced expression of the microbial

opsins (Gradinaru et al., 2008, 2010; Zhao et al., 2008; Lin et al.,

2009; Wang et al., 2009; Yizhar et al., 2011b; Mattis et al., 2012).

The two major protein engineering strategies that led to

improved expression have been (1) addition of membrane traf-

ficking tags and (2) chimeric-opsin formation; the first strategy

(including addition of tags such as endoplasmic reticulum-

export motifs and trafficking signals that guide protein accumu-

lation in axons and dendrites) has enhanced the functionality of

every microbial opsin tested, including channelrhodopsins (Yiz-

har et al., 2011b), chloride pumps (Gradinaru et al., 2008,

2010; Zhao et al., 2008), and proton pumps (Mattis et al.,

2012). The resulting many-fold-greater currents also promote

application of the most versatile form of optogenetic targeting,

‘‘projection targeting,’’ in which light is delivered to the axon

termination field (and the axonally trafficked opsins therein) of

a transduced population in order to recruit cells for behavioral

control defined by possessing a particular spatially defined pro-

jection pattern (Gradinaru et al., 2010); similar trafficking strate-

gies are also reported to have benefited genetically encoded

voltage sensors.

The secondmajor protein engineering strategy (thus far partic-

ularly successful for the channelrhodopsins) has involved the

generation of chimeras by swapping transmembrane helices

among various known channelrhodopsins from different micro-

bial genes. This strategy, beginning in 2009 (Lin et al., 2009;

Wang et al., 2009), led to the generation ofmany high-expressing

channelrhodopsins, one of which (C1C2, a shortened form of a

chimera between the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii channelrho-

dopsin-1 and channelrhodopsin-2) enabled the 2.3Å crystal

structure of channelrhodopsin to be obtained (Kato et al.,

2012). Other chimeras were then combined with point mutations

for additional optimization, culminating in tools such as CHIEF

(with high expression levels, fast kinetics, and reduced desensi-

tization) (Lin et al., 2009) and C1V1 (with high expression, red-

light activation, and raster-scanning two-photon optogenetic

activation suitability in vivo) (Yizhar et al., 2011b).

What do we expect for the coming years in this realm? The

crystal structure (Kato et al., 2012) along with future structures

capturing different stages of the photocycle, and in the presence

of different permeating or pore-blocking ions, should help drive

the directed engineering of opsin genes for new classes of func-

tion involving kinetic properties, spectral sensitivity, and ion

selectivity; a major goal on this front should be the development

of inhibitory channelrhodopsins, which will exceed the utility of

the inhibitory pumps by providing decreased membrane resis-

tance as well as hyperpolarization. Molecular dynamics simula-

tions will be of great value, capitalizing on the availability of
Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 569
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ever-increasing computational power. Many more opsin genes

will be identified in the coming years as numerous genomes

are sequenced across the kingdoms of life (Zhang et al., 2011),

and protein engineering will be accelerated by the shuffling

of motifs among these opsins and other tools (including modula-

tors of biochemical and electrical events) and by development

of high-throughput screening methodologies building upon

random and combinatorial mutagenesis strategies.

Protein engineering will also bring us other classes of tools for

information exchange with nervous systems. Development of

nonoptical (e.g., molecular) readouts of neural events will

greatly accelerate and will come to include single-neuron tran-

scriptomics, proteomics, and epigenomics, either in cells iso-

lated by high-throughput disassembly strategies or via in situ

methods that maintain the assembly of nervous systems while

allowing access for molecular and optical interrogation (Chung

et al., 2013). Additionally, proteins and particles designed to

serve as antennae for sources of information beyond light

(e.g., magnetic, acoustic, and thermal energy) will continue to

be explored (e.g., Anikeeva et al., 2012). We note that turnkey

delivery of these engineered protein tools to arbitrarily defined

elements within nervous systems will require in itself future feats

of molecular biological engineering; we expect this field to drive,

and build heavily upon, major new advances in high-throughput

promoter/enhancer screening, viral serotyping and pseudotyp-

ing, combinatorial and intersectional access to specific cell

types, and genome engineering tools for versatile targeting of

endogenous genetic loci (Konermann et al., 2013). And, finally,

genetic targeting of protein-based tools will powerfully syner-

gize with spatial targeting of the input stream of information

(exemplified by light targeting with increasingly sophisticated

optics and photonics, a distinct field of engineering discussed

next).

Optics and Photonics

Recent years have witnessed rapid advances in the engineering

realms of optics and photonics. Optimal application of these

tools to neuroscience demands a holistic view of optical exper-

imentation; the capabilities and limitations of optical hardware

in the neuroscience setting should be taken into consideration

when developing new optical sensor and control molecules

and vice versa, because the collective optical system is what

ultimately should be optimized according to the principles of

signal detection theory, estimation theory, or other appropriate

aspects of theoretical engineering.

Multiple branches of light microscopy have undergone ex-

citing progress. First, there has been rapid development of

new methods for superresolution fluorescence imaging (Dani

et al., 2010; Testa et al., 2012; Urban et al., 2011; Wilt et al.,

2009; Xu et al., 2013). Thesemethods are allowing ultrastructural

studies of synaptic content and structure using the light

microscope, complementary to traditional electron microscopy

methods. A key advantage of using fluorescence to study

synaptic ultrastructure is that multiple protein species can be

labeled and monitored concurrently (Micheva and Smith,

2007), including in live neurons. We expect rapid advances in

this arena, with high-content studies of synaptic molecular orga-

nization leveraging new labeling strategies and chemical biology

methods.
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There has also been dramatic progress in nonlinear optical

microscopy. Today, neuroscientists widely appreciate the phe-

nomenon of two-photon excitation, but two-photon effects

were once considered esoteric aspects of optical physics. It

was the development of solid-state ultrafast lasers, chiefly the

development of titanium sapphire laser technology, that pro-

pelled the two-photon microscope innovated by Webb and

Denk to become broadly usable by biologists and to permeate

neuroscience. We expect continued improvement of not just

the hardware elements that comprise the two-photon micro-

scope, but also general optical strategies for laser scanning,

for scanless approaches to laser illumination, and for other

new approaches for imaging faster and deeper into tissue (Kobat

et al., 2011; Oron et al., 2005; Quirin et al., 2013; Schrödel et al.,

2013).

Beyond the current depths presently attainable by two-photon

microscopy, nonlinear optical microscopy modalities relying on

multiphoton excitation and long-wavelength, ultrashort-pulsed

lasers promise to reveal fundamental features of nervous tissue

(Farrar et al., 2011; Horton et al., 2013; Kobat et al., 2011; Mahou

et al., 2012). Due to reduced light scattering at longer wave-

lengths, three-photon excitation with an illumination wavelength

of 1.7 mm has been demonstrated in proof-of-concept studies to

reach into even the hippocampus in a live mouse (Horton et al.,

2013). However, much work remains to make this a practical

technique for day-to-day experimental studies of nervous sys-

tem structure.

For deep studies of nervous system dynamics, further devel-

opment of red fluorescent sensors of neural activity will be

required, which presently lag behind green fluorescent sensors

such as the highly successful GCaMP6 Ca2+ sensors. There

are also crucial issues of optical aberrations to consider when

imaging 1 mm or more into dense brain tissue. Adaptive optical

methods may help, offering the possibility of correcting aberra-

tions online, and have already made inroads into neuroscience

(particularly for ophthalmic imaging of the retina and visualization

of single human photoreceptor cells) (Godara et al., 2010; Hunter

et al., 2010). Adaptive optics have also shown utility for two-

photon microscopy by improving the resolution of two-photon

imaging deep in tissue (Ji et al., 2012). When combined with

long-wavelength laser illumination, such as for three-photon

excitation, adaptive optics may become even more important.

One-photon fluorescence imaging methods are also making

notable progress, including techniques based on selective

planar or light-sheet illumination, which has recently been used

to scan a plane of fluorescence excitation across the entire

zebrafish nervous system at 0.8 Hz (Ahrens et al., 2013). Holo-

graphic methods for fluorescence imaging are also emerging,

applicable to either one- or two-photon microscopy (Watson

et al., 2010). Engineering progress in the spatial light modulators

that are a key component for holographic imaging will help drive

progress in this area (Quirin et al., 2013). Light-field fluorescence

microscopy has now been applied to biology for the first time

(L. Grosenick et al., 2013, Society for Neuroscience, abstract),

allowing extremely fast three-dimensional image acquisition

without scanning (Broxton et al., 2013; A. Andalman et al.,

2013, Society for Neuroscience, abstract; L. Grosenick et al.,

2013, Society for Neuroscience, abstract). This speed and



Figure 1. Optics and Protein Engineering Converge for Ca2+ Imaging
in >1,200 CA1 Pyramidal Cells in Freely Moving Mice
(A) An integrated microscope is equipped with a microendoscope to image
CA1 neurons expressing the engineeredCa2+ indicator GCaMP3 under control
of the Camk2a promoter. The base plate and microendoscope are fixed to the
cranium for repeated access to the same field of view. Republished from Ziv et
al., 2013.
(B) Shown are 1,202 CA1 pyramidal cells (red somata) identified by Ca2+

imaging in a freely moving mouse atop a mean fluorescence image (green) of
CA1. Vessels appear as dark shadows. Image courtesy of Yaniv Ziv and Lacey
Kitch, Stanford University.
(C) Example traces of [Ca2+]i dynamics from 15 cells. Scale bars denote 5%
DF/F (vertical) and 10 s (horizontal).
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volumetric information comes at the cost of somewhat reduced

lateral resolution but still permits resolution of individual neurons

within intact and functioning vertebrate nervous systems (L.

Grosenick et al., 2013, Society for Neuroscience, abstract; A.

Andalman et al., 2013, Society for Neuroscience, abstract).

Going forward, we expect continuous improvement in light-field,

holographic, and selective planar illumination methods for

improved acquisition rates, resolution, and coverage volume

applied to intact nervous systems. We also expect holographic

and light-field methods for optogenetic activity manipulation to

develop in tandem with corresponding methods for activity im-

aging.

The resulting large optical data sets require massive improve-

ments in data handling and computational analysis. Optical engi-

neering applied to the nervous system will also continue to

benefit from computational methods that improve the capabil-

ities to look through turbid media. In the brain, light attenuation

is chiefly due to light scattering (turbidity), rather than light

absorption; emerging methods for correcting for effects of light

scattering through a combination of computational approaches

and optical manipulations (Bertolotti et al., 2012) have yet to

havemajor impacts on neuroscience experimentation, but future

years may reveal a role for these computational techniques for

imaging deep into turbid brain tissue.

Progress in the engineering of optical hardware continually

propels improvements in optical systems. The invention of the

charge-coupled device (CCD) camera led to pioneering studies

of intracellular Ca2+ dynamics in neurons. Today, scientific-

grade cameras routinely monitor neuronal dynamics, but the

more recently developed complementary metal oxide semicon-

ductor (CMOS) image sensor has made substantial inroads into

experimental terrain previously dominated by the CCD camera.

The most recent CMOS image sensors have enabled a new gen-

eration of fluorescence imaging experiments.

Commonplace CMOS sensors, such as those in mobile

telephones, are now so advanced that they have enabled the

engineering and application of miniaturized fluorescence micro-

scopes, small enough to be mounted on the head of a mouse

during free behavior (Figure 1) (Ghosh et al., 2011; Ziv et al.,

2013). Such CMOS-based miniature microscopes can now pro-

vide recordings of up to �1,200 neurons concurrently during

active mouse behavior (Figure 1). This promises to be a useful

tool in the study of rodent models of human brain disorders,

and perhaps even in primate models. We expect continued

progress in camera technology and image sensor chips, leading

to larger sensors, faster image-frame acquisition rates, on-chip

imaging analyses, wireless imaging, and even capabilities for

three-dimensional imaging. Further improvements in tiny light

emitting diodes (LEDs) in combination with CMOS image sen-

sors should enable a new generation of devices capable of

both optogenetic manipulation and fluorescence imaging

concurrently. This need will provide additional impetus for the

ongoing engineering of spectrally compatible sets of optoge-

netic control probes and fluorescence-based sensors of neural

activity.

Even as next-generation optical tools offer increasingly so-

phisticated technological capabilities, the practice of systems

neuroscience will have to remain grounded in rigorous, clever,
and insightful behavioral paradigms. Here, digital imaging may

help advance the field, as many emerging opportunities exist

for high-throughput and high-resolution video tracking of animal

behavior. To maximally leverage the newfound capabilities for

optically monitoring individual cells over many weeks in the live

brain, new behavioral assays should be compatible with long-

term tracking and quantification of behavior. Machine-learning

approaches to scoring digital image sequences of animal

behavior (Kabra et al., 2013) might facilitate the combined auto-

mation of both brain imaging and behavioral data analyses.

Finally, we note that for in vivo animal experimentation, the

demands of small animal surgery often remain a limiting factor

on the rate of experimental progress. In recent years there has

been exploration of laser surgical methods to perform highly pre-

cise surgeries. One candidate approach involves the use of

regenerative laser amplifiers that emit high-energy ultrashort

pulses of light for highly precise tissue ablation (down to the sub-

micron scale, to cut or ablate individual axons, neurons, and

even organelles) (Jeong et al., 2012; Samara et al., 2010). How-

ever, the fine spatial scale of the cutting action is a limiting factor

for performing dissections over broad tissue regions. An alterna-

tive approach is to make use of ultraviolet lasers, such as those

commonly used in clinical ophthalmology for reshaping the

cornea (Sinha et al., 2013). Ultraviolet excimer lasers can cut pre-

cision holes down to the sub-10-mm scale, with clean-cut edges

straight to <1 mm, and at much faster cutting rates than the

regenerative laser amplifiers. These properties enable
Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 571



Figure 2. Materials Science and
Optoelectronics Converge for Neural
Interface Research
Left: exploded-view layout of injectable semi-
conductor device for integrated stimulation/
sensing/actuation, highlighting distinct layers for
electrophysiological measurement (1), optical
measurement (2), optical stimulation (3, micro-
ILED array), and temperature sensing (4), all
bonded to a releasable base for injection with a
microneedle. Top right: injection and release of the
microneedle. After insertion (left), artificial cere-
brospinal fluid dissolves an external silk-based
adhesive (middle) and the microneedle can be
removed (right), leaving the active device in the
brain. Bottom right: SEM of an injectable micro-
LED array, 8.5 mm thick; flexible and rigid forms
shown. Adapted with permission from Kim et al.,
2013.
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automated forms of laser surgery in insects, nematodes, and

even rodents on the seconds timescale, offering intriguing pos-

sibilities for increasing the throughput of neuroscience experi-

mentation (Sinha et al., 2013).

Electrical Engineering

Electrical engineering has long influenced neuroscience, dating

back to the contributions of cable theory and radio electronics

on the pioneering research by Cole, Curtis, Hodgkin, and Huxley

on the squid giant axon. This influence has persisted, as in

the advancement of low-noise electronic amplifiers driving

improved electrophysiological instrumentation for single chan-

nel biophysics. Recent years have seen an acceleration of

technologies for performing large-scale multielectrode record-

ings—not just expanding arrays of electrodes to numbers and

densities beyond those previously feasible, but also novel sur-

face electrodes and mechanically flexible recording devices

that can be bent to match the brain’s curvature and could be

used to monitor dynamics and help detect phenomena such

as those involved in epilepsy at the neocortical surface (Figure 2)

(Viventi et al., 2011).

We expect continued progress in the development of large-

scale and flexible electronic technology platforms (Kim et al.,

2012, 2013). Active electrodes or smart electronics will be inter-

nally incorporated to permit in situ signal amplification, reducing

the impact of noise and allowing immediate extraction of specific

physiological signals. It may become commonplace to incorpo-

rate closed-loop capabilities within devices that allow both

measurement and manipulation—the latter being electrical,

optical, or pharmacologic. Such capabilities could have an

important clinical impact as well as an impact in basic science;

for example, early detection of epileptic episodes could trigger

immediate preventive action, perhaps taken by the same device.

We expect continued progress in the area of hybrid probes

such as optrodes (Gradinaru et al., 2007, 2008), which allow

optogenetic stimulation of neurons along with electrical record-

ings from the very same cells. Advanced forms of optrodes

have enabled the recording of neural circuit dynamics simulta-

neously with high-speed optical control and behavior (Anikeeva

et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2013a; Ozden et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013)

and will also facilitate the identification or tagging of spikes from
572 Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
cells that express opsins. Integration of electrical and optical

capabilities in the same devices will continue to improve; for

example, flexible electronics will be combined with high-density

multicolor miniature light sources and optical detectors, and

optrodes will become smaller, easier to fabricate, and better

integrated for more ready implementation in behaving animals.

Unconventional optrode designs such as new types of metal-

coated, tapered fiberoptics may likewise serve to facilitate

combined electrophysiological measurement and light delivery

(Dufour et al., 2013; Ozden et al., 2013). More generally, we fore-

see an expansion of new types of multifaceted probes for

electrophysiological recording and stimulation that might incor-

porate not only capabilities for light detection or delivery, but

also drug delivery or microfluidic sampling.

Another major area in which electrical engineering is exerting

a strong influence on neuroscience concerns brain-machine

interfaces. An established class of such interfaces concerns

sensory perception, with the cochlear implant as a paradigmatic

example. Likewise, there has been sustained progress toward

retinal prosthetics for restoring vision (Mathieson et al., 2012)

and toward motor prosthetics for achieving artificial-limb control

using neural signals sent from the brain and transduced into

electronic commands. Recent progress has conferred the

ability to control a computer cursor or robotic arm by motor-

impaired patients (Hochberg et al., 2012). This realm of pros-

thesis engineering is building heavily upon concepts from

computational and analytical aspects of electrical engineering

and computer science, including dynamical systems modeling,

state space analysis, dimensionality reduction, and adaptive

filtering (Dangi et al., 2013; Gilja et al., 2011; Shenoy et al.,

2013). We note that the notion of a neural prosthetic is concep-

tually broad, and nonelectrical prosthetics (e.g., optical or mag-

netic) might be developed to augment or correct aspects of

cognition or behavior. For basic neuroscience experimentation,

all-optical approaches to brain-machine interfaces should also

be feasible (optical readouts combined with optical manipula-

tion of neural dynamics). We expect to see increased

complexity in this prosthetics-focused fusion of engineering

and systems neuroscience, as the needs and opportunities

are enormous.
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For imaging the human brain, engineering and physics have

long played key roles; for example, magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) arose from nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. We

expect continued major progress in the realm of MRI, with new

computational approaches and instrumentation allowing un-

precedented levels of detail to be revealed concerning the

human brain and cognition. This will include not just instrumen-

tation advances such as higher magnetic field strengths, but

also improved computational approaches for registration of

brain anatomy across different individuals and new methods

for interpreting with high confidence the nature of the signals

seen, as with diffusion tractography. And for controlling human

nervous systems, there has been recent engineering progress

in the design and development of optogenetic interfaces that

may be useful for bidirectional modulation of activity, such as

for major peripheral nerves (Liske et al., 2013).

Finally, we take note of miniaturization, which involves

electrical, mechanical, and materials engineering, among other

domains. Major industries such as telecommunications, con-

sumer electronics, and defense will continue to drive rapid

innovation in miniaturization of optics, electronics, wireless

technology, and computational elements, all of which have

contributed to superior instrumentation for neuroscience exper-

imentation. Major virtues of miniaturized systems for use in freely

moving animals include compatibility with behavioral assays that

have already been deployed and validated over decades of

neuroscience research. Akin to EEGand EMG telemetry systems

in present usage, wireless and miniaturized brain imaging sys-

tems may come to permit around-the-clock studies of brain

activity, e.g., for monitoring neural activity and brain states

across sleeping, eating, and other behaviors, in substantial

numbers of animals (e.g., for large behavioral cohorts in basic

neuroscience laboratory investigations or in drug screening)

without constant human supervision.

Chemical and Materials Engineering

The chemistry- and physics-based engineering of materials has

accelerated several exciting and important technologies for

neuroscience research (beyond miniaturization and electrode

design, already discussed above). Here we touch on only two

of many categories of chemical engineering that seem well

poised to grow with neuroscience into the future: (1) the

engineering of materials into which organisms and cells are

placed and (2) the engineering of materials from within intact

organisms.

Small organisms such as nematodes, fruit flies, and mamma-

lian embryos could be amenable to high-throughput investiga-

tions of nervous system development, structure, physiology,

and behavior. However, only recently have technologies been

developed to allow high-throughput positioning and interroga-

tion of small, intact organisms. Microfabrication and microflui-

dics, often with computer-aided design (CAD) molding, and

soft lithography with an elastomer such as polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS), which is poured or spun into the micropatterned mold,

have been applied to the positioning of Caenorhabditis elegans

and mouse embryos (Albrecht and Bargmann, 2011; Chung

et al., 2011a, 2011b). While zebrafish are too large for typical

high-throughput microfabricated devices, approaches based

on multiple well plates are coming of age (Chang et al., 2012).
Chemical engineering and applied chemistry efforts have led

to the development of materials, nanoparticles, and polymers

for the study of central nervous system regeneration and repair

(Tam et al., 2013), delivery of small interfering RNAs for causal

testing of specific transcripts (Chan et al., 2013), and construc-

tion of hydrogel environments into which nervous system cells

(or stem/progenitor cells) may be seeded to study proliferation,

differentiation, survival, and other properties (Cha et al., 2012;

Ferreira et al., 2007; Owen et al., 2013; Tibbitt and Anseth,

2012). Going forward, we expect growth areas in this domain

to include increasingly sophisticated and modular engineering

of these scaffolds and environments, for example using versatile

click chemistry as well as novel conductive or transparent poly-

mers for compatibility with optical or electrical interrogation of

the resulting construct (Chung and Deisseroth, 2013; Keplinger

et al., 2013). This general approach may also synergize with

the studies of the development and assembly of neural struc-

tures beginning from the other direction, with biology rather

than chemistry, as in the stem cell/brain organoid (Lancaster

et al., 2013) approach described above.

A newly emerged concept at the interface of neuroscience and

chemical engineering, CLARITY (Figure 3), involves the chemical

construction of new physical forms from within biological sys-

tems such as the brain (Chung and Deisseroth, 2013; Chung

et al., 2013). For example, hydrogel infrastructures can be con-

structed from within intact brains to covalently stabilize native

proteins and nucleic acids in preparation for stringent removal

of membrane phospholipids with strong ionic detergents and

active electrophoresis of the entire brain. This lipid removal, in

turn, allows interrogation of the intact brain with photons (which

no longer scatter heavily due to removal of the lipid-aqueous in-

terfaces) and macromolecules (such as antibodies and oligonu-

cleotide probes, which can at that point penetrate the tissue

without interference from intact plasmamembranes). We expect

this kind of approach to find utility in mapping volumetric

anatomical features from animal models as well as clinical sam-

ples; moreover, many kinds of gels and scaffolds could be con-

structed in this way with a range of passive and active properties

for a broad range of different kinds of structural and functional

studies of nervous systems. Finally, distinct from gel and scaffold

diversity, there also exists a broad diversity of macromolecular

probe type that can be used to interrogate the resulting nanopo-

rous hybrid structures, including functionalized proteins and

active enzymes.

Outlook

As exciting as these domains of neuroscience have become, the

future may hold even greater opportunities—for example, via

combinations of multiple engineering subdisciplines (e.g.,

computer science with chemical engineering, or optical instru-

mentation with bioengineering, for applications to increasingly

sophisticated questions in increasingly complex nervous

systems; Figure 3). CLARITY is already being used in human

tissue, and advanced electrical and optical interfaces have

already been designed for human and nonhuman primate

applications.

Emerging optical methods may bring among the most excit-

ing synergistic possibilities for integrative studies of neural

circuit dynamics, connectivity, cytoarchitecture, and molecular
Neuron 80, October 30, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 573



Figure 3. Chemical Engineering, Bioengineering, and Photonics
Give Rise to Circuit-Probing Hardware and Wetware
Top: construction of a hydrogel from within tissue (CLARITY) creates a
transparent mammalian brain for intact-system anatomical analysis; adapted
from Chung et al., 2013. Bottom left: 2.3Å crystal structure of the channel-
rhodopsin optogenetic control tool enables directed protein engineering for
enhanced interventional functionality; adapted from Kato et al., 2012. Bottom
right: optogenetic neural interfaces deliver light from laser diodes or advanced
LEDs; flexible fiberoptic control in freely moving mouse shown. Photo credit
Inbal Goshen and Karl Deisseroth.
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composition. Specifically, in vivo optical recordings of neural

activity and optogenetic manipulations in cells defined geneti-

cally or by anatomical projections can be naturally combined

and registered with technologically advanced studies of cir-

cuitry, synaptic structure, and other macromolecular information

(e.g., using CLARITY). By comparison, due to the challenges

inherent to large-scale in vivo electrical recordings regarding

unambiguous assignments of cells’ types and postmortem

registration of their identities, circuit reconstructions in the very

same cell ensembles recorded electrically are likely to be far

more challenging.

Integrated optical studies in larger brains exacerbate the ‘‘big

data’’ problem, which is already becoming a notable challenge in

multiple subareas of neuroscience. Collaborations between neu-

roscientists and computer scientists will become increasingly

important, and even essential, for the challenges of the next

25 years—not only for generating testable hypotheses arising

from models of brain dynamics or machine learning research,

but also for storing, handling, processing, and making acces-

sible these vast data streams concurrent with the emergence
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of integrated and computational optical approaches. For

example, large-scale Ca2+ recordings in mice will come to pro-

duce gigabytes per second of data, while CLARITY data sets

for individual whole rodent brains can be �1–10 terabytes in

size, depending on the number of color channels (Figures 1

and 3). These optical data sets will soon grow to the �10 peta-

byte scale and beyond, especially when larger brains including

those of humans are examined at high resolution. However, con-

ventional ‘‘cloud storage’’ approaches for large data sets are in

many ways suboptimal for the kinds of data encountered in

neuroscience, and computational/analytical methods will have

to be profoundly accelerated simply to keep pace with the exhil-

arating new rate of data acquisition in neuroscience.

Lastly, we close with some remarks on how engineers and

neuroscientists might fruitfully interact in the coming years.

Traditionally, there often have not been conventional career

paths, at least in academics, for engineers playing critical sup-

porting roles in neuroscience research. In many cases, engineer-

ing departments might not view such activity as breaking

sufficient ground in the engineering realm, whereas biology

departments might not appreciate the crucial but underlying

links to biological discovery. As the engineering challenges

become increasingly severe for neuroscientists in the years

ahead, with an upcoming deluge of sophisticated instrumenta-

tion and massive data sets, the neuroscience community will

need to consider carefully how best to engage and retain the

best, brightest, and most ambitious engineers.

Both the engineering and neuroscience communities might be

well served by further appreciation of each other’s intellectual

traditions and modus operandi. Engineers are typically moti-

vated to address wide sets of problems that share central fea-

tures, permitting common tools and approaches. Biologists are

usually motivated to solve specific mysteries in detail. These

are distinct intellectual mind sets, and the two communities

can sometimes talk past each other. Engineers are generally

well served by learning which classes of problems are the true

stumbling blocks in biological science, rather than looking for

suitable puzzles to solve after inventing a new widget. Biologists

can benefit from enhanced appreciation of the intellectual

potency of simultaneously examining all problems of a given

category, an approach that has yielded many technologies that

form the bedrock of modern biological research practice and

infrastructure. In the coming years, neuroscientists and engi-

neers will need (and want) to work more closely together than

ever before, making ‘‘cross-cultural’’ exchange of ideas and

working modes increasingly important for, and part of, the natu-

ral fabric of neuroscience.
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